INTENT: This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the Original Bidding Documents and Prior Addenda, if any, as identified above. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.

I. Points of Information:

See below Questions from Bidders and Answers from MSU.

Q1. Within the “1440 specifications” document Benjamin Moore Regal line is used and then in the “RFP 1440 Interior Painting” document Benjamin Moore Superspec is used. Our rep is telling me the Superspec line is being discontinued and is advising Ultraspec.
   A1. Continue to get pricing for Superspec.

Q2. For the hallways, during the walk-through it looked like the walls were semi gloss. Is there a way to verify what exactly was applied previously?
   A2. YES. The walls are semi gloss.

Q3. Are the elevator doors to be included?
   A3. Elevator doors should not be included.

Q4. We buy our paint from Ricciardi Brothers which is the biggest Benjamin Moore dealer in NJ. This morning when asking for pricing for the Super Spec line that's to be used as per bid package we were told the following: Superspec is being slowly fazed out and discontinued. Ultra spec is zero voc and better pricing.P lease let us know if we could used Ultra Spec instead of Superspec (provided this is the line to be used and not the Regal).
   A4. We spoke to Ricciardi Brothers, They are unsure when the Superspec will be phased out. It may be done in two years. However, as long as someone is purchasing paint for MSU, when superspec is phased out, ultraspec will be used and the pricing will be billed the same as per Ricciardi Brothers (Superspec vs Ultraspec). So specifications should remain for Superspec.

Q5. There is conflicting information regarding the type of paint to be used. The bid package asks for Benjamin Moore Superspec and the specifications package asks for Benjamin Moore Regal. Which one is to be used?
   A5. Superspec should be used.

Q6. Also the specification package talks about ceilings but the bid package doesn't as well as during the pre-bid meeting it was stated that ceilings are not to be painted. So that, are ceilings to be painted or not?
   A6. This will be billed separately if needed. It is not part of the base pricing to paint rooms or hallways. We have painted ceilings separate from the RFP (on-call pricing)
II. Special Notice of Bid Extension: 
   NOT USED

III. Changes to Prior Addenda: 
   NOT USED

IV. Changes to Bidding Requirements: 
   NOT USED

V. Changes to Agreement and Other Contract Forms: 
   NOT USED

VI. Changes to Conditions of the Contract: 
   NOT USED

VII. Changes to Specifications: 
   NOT USED

VIII. Changes to Drawings: 
   NOT USED

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum No. 2 via fax or email collinsch@montclair.edu.

Fax # 973-655-5468.

__________________________       ___________________________
Company Name (please print)               Date

__________________________       ___________________________
Signature                          Title

__________________________       ___________________________
Contact Name (please print)

Attachments: General Conditions
Distribution: All Bidders, A. Markowsky/MSU, E. Farrell/MSU, Project File